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STEP 1

Grab a piece of blank white paper,
something to write with and
write/draw out your title at the top
of the page.



STEP 2

Did you know that letters are just
drawings in disguise? Write that
out to help remind yourself that
sketchnoting starts with drawing
out letters. 

Tip: Block your information into
imaginary boxes so that it's easier
to sketchnote.



STEP 3

Drawing doesn't have to be scary.
Let's start with a simple line. Draw
some other types of lines for
practice.  Using arrows can help
show direction of the information
in your sketchnote.



STEP 4

Containers are great to help group
information. Write out that helpful
note and draw a coiled notebook
around it. Follow the video to show
you how to draw this!



STEP 5

Drawing people can be easy (and
fun!) All you need is a line, square
and circle and you can draw a 'box
person'. 



STEP 6

an idea 
a - ha moment 
innovation 
understand 
to highlight (or emphasis on
something you wrote)

Let's introduce the concept of a
visual vocabulary. You can draw
different items that can help
represent concepts that you want
to remember. 

Our example here is a lightbulb.
You can draw a lightbulb to
showcase a variety of things like: 

Color tip: Use a bit of color around
the edges of an object to give it the
illusion that it's colored in. 



STEP 7

The sketchnoting process is made
up of three elements, listening,
making sense of what you hear
and capturing information. You
lean on your visual language (and
visual vocabulary) in all three
elements. 

The tricky part is doing all three at
the same time! But you can do it!
You're already well on your way!

This is what you have to practice,
practice, practice!  



STEP 7

Put on the finishing touches!  Add
in some more color if you'd like.
Draw a box around the edge of the
page to show the look of
completion. 

You can write the date on it if
that's important to you and don't
forget to write your name! 



You did it! You just drew your very
first sketchnote while learning
about sketchnoting! 

JOIN HERE

https://subscribepage.io/17W9s6
https://subscribepage.io/17W9s6

